example of study plans:
We treat every Global Grad as an individual. The flexibility is almost
unlimited. Here are a few examples of different study plans...

example 1
You want to study short courses that only last for the duration of one
Global Grad term, perhaps as part of a gap year before going to
traditional university.

Join global grad for THE SEPTEMBER
or JANUARY term, studying a range
of short courses online
- Build your stand out CV
- Improve your personal statement
- Decide what you want to study further
- Build confidence

enrol at a traditional university
for 3 years, studying an
undergraduate degree

YEAR 1
YEAR 2
YEAR 3
Having graduated, join global grad for two terms
whilst studying an online master’s degree

example 2

You want to study an entire bachelor’s degree or other undergraduate
course online.

1

year one
First Global Grad term:
Enrol onto your chosen online
degree and kick-start as a Global
Grad in South-East Asia.
Remainder of the year: Head back
home to work and earn money,
continuing your online studies.

2

3

year three

year two
Second Global Grad term: Enjoy living
and studying around Europe.
Remainder of the year: Head back
home to gain external work experience
and save money while continuing your
online studies.

Third Global Grad term: Study in the Asia
and Australia Global Grad location.
Fourth Global Grad term: Finish your
degree in your final Global Grad location,
for example, Africa.

By the end of your final Global Grad term, you will have studied for three years and
completed an online bachelor’s degree or other undergraduate course. In addition,
you will have gained priceless life experience, work experience, and built a diverse
and impressive CV, putting you one step ahead of your peers who have studied at a
traditional university.

example 3
You want to study a 2 year part-time master’s degree.

Graduate in June, take on a summer job and start Online
master’s in September whilst working part-time

join global grad
in january,
continue studies
Jan

return home, get a paying
internship to gain experience

29

join global grad in january
for final term
complete master’s
visited multiple countries
gained a qualification

